
We are offering a real and plausible state sovereignty solution. We have the

spiritual and political apparatus in place to execute our plan. The solution fo-

cuses on two phases:

We strongly believe that Florida is the lynchpin to restoring liberty
throughout the United States. We have all of the necessary ingredients
to propel a great awakening and the political change that will follow.
Just like the circuit revival meetings of George Whitefield in 1740 or
the midnight ride of Paul Revere, we hope to cover the state of Florida
with the message of real solutions.

Will you join the cause of liberty? 
If you are interested in serving as a neighborhood, community, or
county supervisor for the Give Me Liberty campaign and tour, call
Carolyn Fisher at (877) 634-2279.

PHASE ONE
Focus our efforts on the church in Florida. This is a necessity before
we consider running  liberty minded candidates for statewide office.
We must call the church to humble herself, pray, and repent of com-
plicity (2 Chron. 7:14). 

Re-educate the people about the proper role of government and the
proper form of government that supports liberty. 

PHASE TWO
If leaders in Florida discern that God is behind our efforts, we intend
to advance legislation and candidates for state office who will carry the
banner of restoring federalism. This legislation and these candidates
will offer political solutions with the goal of advancing republicanism
through a restoration of federalism and include the following: 

᛫ End abortion in our state by 2015

᛫ End the legalized theft of property by the EPA

᛫ Uphold the Florida constitutional marriage amendment, which pre-
vents same-sex marriage from being performed or recognized in
Florida

᛫ Overturn the unconstitutional Obamacare in Florida

᛫ We will challenge the federal government’s constitutional authority to
rule Florida

?

The Tour

It has become increasingly evident

that we are at a critical juncture in

the history of the United States.

No longer is our struggle between

Republican and Democratic ideals

but between liberty and tyranny.

The Give Me Liberty tour is a vi-

sion for the restoration of the

union, a vision to see the church

come to repentance and uphold the

liberties and freedoms that our

founding fathers represented. 

In short, because Washington will

not fix itself. We have seen millions

of dollars invested in Washington,

and we’ve rallied around parties to

“take back”  Washington—yet

nothing ever changes for the better.

As Washington continues to grow

in size, power, and wealth, it is clear

that Washington is not the solu-

tion but the problem.

Florida presents a unique opportu-

nity to challenge Washington to

live by and uphold the Constitu-

tion, and if one state has the audac-

ity to demand this of Washington,

as many as twenty-six states could

follow in helping to realign feder-

alism in America.


